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A new conguration of cobalt magnetic moments with respect to rare-earth ones on local level, named as
surviving above the Curie temperature was determined few years ago for ErCo2 . Occurrence of
parimagnetism has recently been conrmed also for HoCo2 . In this paper we present results manifesting considerable composition and hydrostatic-pressure inuence on characteristic temperatures of magnetism in Ho(Co1−x Six )2
compounds and draw a preliminary scenario analyzing the exchange interactions involved.
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1. Introduction

The RECo2 compounds (RE = rare earth metal) which
crystallize in the cubic Laves phase structure (MgCu2 type, space group Fd-3m ) have been a subject of interest
for more than fty years as model materials in which
the localized and itinerant electron magnetism coexist.
The 4f electrons in the RE ions bear a localized magnetic moment while the itinerant Co magnetism originates in the splitting of the Co 3d spin-up and spindown subbands. Below the Curie temperature TC , the
RE and Co magnetic sublattices are ferromagnetic. The
antiferromagnetic inter-sublattice exchange, present for
RE = Gd ... Tm, leads to ferrimagnetic order [1]. It has
been shown recently that small Co magnetic moments
survive at temperatures far above TC and yield to shortrange order correlations forming Co magnetic clusters in
the paramagnetic state [24]. Magnetic clusters (correlation length value ∼ 7 ± 1 Å) couple antiparallel to the
nearest RE magnetic moment [2, 3]. This conguration
was denoted as parimagnetic. Up to now the parimagnetic behavior was observed for ErCo2 , HoCo2 , DyCo2
and TmCo2 to exist in the temperature range between
TC and Tf (ipping temperature) [24]. Here we present
results of investigations of inuence of alloying and external hydrostatic pressure on the characteristic temperatures of magnetism in HoCo2 .
2. Experimental methods

Polycrystalline samples Ho(Co1−x Six )2 were prepared
by melting in mono-arc furnace using pure elements.
Characterization of samples showed small amount of
HoCo3 as impurity phase and no change of elementaryunit-cell volume with Si substitution.
Temperature dependences of electrical resistivity, AC
susceptibility and specic heat were measured by using
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PPMS, MPMS instruments (both Quantum Design)
and Closed Cycle Refrigerator (CCR; Janis Research).
We used a double-layered piston-cylinder pressure cell
mounted in the PPMS and/or CCR for experiments under hydrostatic pressures up to 3 GPa. The electrical resistivity was measured by a standard four-point method,
whereas a homemade miniature detection coil set, which
ts inside the pressure cell, was used for AC susceptibility
measurements [4]. The Daphne oil 7373 [6] was used
as the pressure transmitting medium and a manganin
manometer was used for determination of pressure inside
the cell.
3. Results and discussion

Measurements at the ambient pressure conrmed magnetic ordering occurring at TC , observable by all methods
involved (Fig. 1). At low temperatures, specic heat and
AC susceptibility show an anomaly at the temperature
TR , caused by the reorientation of the easy direction of
magnetization [7]. A tiny anomaly at Tf ∼ 125 K for
HoCo2 and Tf ∼ 117 K for x = 0.025 can be found on
the AC susceptibility data. These anomalies are rapidly
decaying in the applied magnetic eld and vanish already
in the eld of 10 mT. Tf has been ascribed to the ip of
the magnetization of the Co clusters in HoCo2 [3]. We
assume analogous origin of the anomaly at Tf for the
substituted sample.
All characteristic temperatures shift with Si substitution in a non-monotonous way (TC increases, Tf and TR
decrease). Substitution of Si for Co leads to dilution of
Co-magnetic sublattice. According to [8] the reason for
increasing of TC with substitution may be due to experimentally estimated increased Co moment. Dilution thus
can result in higher net magnetic moment of the system
although the magnetic interaction will be weaker. The
shift of Tf is probably due to strengthening spin uctuations of Co moments or disturbance of Co magnetic
clusters by Si. No Tf related anomaly can be recognized
for x = 0.075 above TC . When considering the approaching tendency of TC and Tf with Si doping up x = 0.025,
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Fig. 2. Phase diagram of Ho(Co1−x Six )2 compounds
with pressure development of TR , TC and Tf .

for xed Ho(Co1−x Six )2 composition. The pressure coefcient ∂TC /∂p slightly increases with increasing Si concentration.
Decreasing TC with increasing pressure is usually explained as an inuence of the pressure on the destabilization of Co magnetism and consequent weakening the
RE-Co-RE exchange interaction. Analogous scenario can
explain the shift of Tf . This temperature is also controlled by the RE-Co-RE exchange interaction [9]. The
observed variations of TR with Si doping and external
pressure can be explained by the varying crystal eld interaction. This, however, requires further eorts mainly
by theoreticians.
4. Conclusions

Fig. 1. Temperature dependences of AC magnetic susceptibility, electric resistivity and specic heat for
Ho(Co1−x Six )2 with x = 0.00, 0.025 and 0.075.

one may expect that parimagnetism does not occur for
x = 0.075. The reorientation temperature TR decreases
as well, due to increased structural disorder.
Upon application of hydrostatic pressure, all the characteristic temperatures shift in a bit dierent way. As
it is shown in the Fig. 2 the characteristic temperatures
shift in the same sense for all concentration of Si.
TC and Tf shift to lower temperatures with increasing
pressure in a similar manner, suggesting that the hierarchy of exchange interactions responsible for controlling
inset of parimagnetism and ferrimagnetism is the same

We have studied the AC susceptibility, specic heat
and electrical resistivity of Ho(Co1−x Six )2 compounds
and determined variations of the characteristic temperatures for magnetism with alloying (Si replacing Co) and
applying hydrostatic pressure. Si doping leads to increase
(decrease) of TC (Tf ) and consequently to possible ceasing parimagnetism for x = 0.075. Pressure suppresses
TC and Tf simultaneously, reecting that both the characteristic temperatures are controlled by the RE-Co-RE
exchange interaction.
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